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Abstract

The provision of quality-of-service (QoS) on the network layer is a major challenge in communication networks. This applies particularly to mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs) in the area of
Ambient Intelligence (AmI), especiallay with the increasing use of delay and bandwidth sensitive applications. The focus of this survey lies on the classification and analysis of selected
QoS routing protocols in the domain of mobile ad-hoc networks. Each protocol is briefly described and assessed, and the results are summarized in multiple tables.
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1 Introduction
Mobile ad-hoc networks (MANETs) denote wireless networks that can form spontaneously
as soon as multiple wireless nodes are in transmission range. Mobile nodes can join and
leave or change their position inside the network, so its topology can change anytime in
unpredictable ways. Another fundamental property is the absence of a centralized control
to manage and assign resources. In addition, routing protocols in wireless networks have
to cope with problems like the exposed and hidden terminal problem [1] or the usage of a
shared medium, which can lead to frame collisions. Examples for mobile ad-hoc networks
are ZigBee [2, 3] and Bluetooth [4] networks.
Routing is one of the core problems for data exchange between nodes in networks. In
recent years, both the areas of providing quality-of-service and routing in mobile ad-hoc
networks have massively increased in importance. Many routing protocols for wireless
networks, e.g. AODV [5] or DSR [6], use best-eort routing, where all nodes within range
compete for the shared medium. No guarantees or predictions can be given here on when
a node is allowed to send. For quality-of-service (QoS) routing, it is not sucient to only
nd a route from a source to one or multiple destinations. This route also has to satisfy
one or more QoS constraints, mostly, but not limited to, bandwidth or delay. To guarantee
these constraints after a route was found, resource reservations on the participating nodes
are made.
Especially in the area of Ambient Intelligence (AmI) [7, 8], aiming for the improvement
of everyday life activities through the application of additional computing devices, both
mobile ad-hoc networks and support for QoS are often used in combination. In many cases,
nodes in these networks can only be connected wirelessly because of their mobile character
(wearable sensors, computers embedded in objects of everyday life, etc.). As the use of
delay and bandwidth sensitive applications (e.g. voice or video streams) increases, so does
the need for QoS routing protocols in MANETs.
Providing QoS in mobile ad-hoc networks is much more dicult than in most other
types of network. First of all, because of the nature of radio links, reservations on links can
inuence each other in a 2-hop range and thus complicate the computation and management of bandwidth and delay restrictions. Additionally, even with reservations, resource
availability cannot always be guaranteed due to the dynamic aspect of the network. In [9],
this is denoted as Soft QoS. Protocols for QoS routing in MANETs have to take care of
these problems.
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This survey takes a closer look at selected QoS routing protocols for mobile ad-hoc
networks with focus on their possible use in AmI networks.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, information is given on how
the surveyed protocols are classied. Section 3 contains the evaluation of the considered
routing protocols, and Section 4 presents conclusions.

2 Classication
To compare dierent routing protocols, to show their strengths and weaknesses, common
criteria have to be chosen. The protocols are then classied on the basis of these criteria.
This section introduces the criteria used in Section 3.
Addressing denes what destination nodes will receive a packet sent out
by a source node. Unicast means that exactly one destination node is addressed from a
source node. To support unicast, a routing protocol discovers a path or multi-path between
two nodes. With multicast, multiple nodes may be addressed. Here, a routing protocol
discovers, e.g., a tree, with network nodes as tree nodes, network links between nodes as
edges, the source node as root and the destination nodes as leaves, if they are not part of
the route to another node in the same tree. The domain of multicast routing gained more
importance during the last few years, partly because of the growing application of audio
and video streams.
Broadcast means that a packet is addressed to all the nodes in a network, often realized
by ooding, where each node repeats the packet. In wireless networks, this often leads to
frame collisions and many unnecessary transmissions. Therefore, selective ooding tries to
reduce the number of sent packets by just letting a subset of nodes forward the packet,
such that every node in the network is in 1-hop range to one of these nodes.
Geocast addressing tries to reach all nodes within a certain geographical area, which
makes it a special form of multicast addressing. Anycast addresses an arbitrary node from
a group of destination nodes.
Addressing

While the specication of some routing protocols also includes certain
functionality like, e.g., resource reservation, others assume the existence of mechanisms to
handle these tasks. These prerequisites have to be identied so that additional eorts to
use a certain routing protocol can be estimated.

Prerequisites

Quality-of-Service (QoS) in computer networks refers to the provision of guaranteed service on the networking layer, dened in form of performance contracts
between application and service provider. To negotiate such a contract, the application
denes QoS requirements that contain sucient information about the required type and
level of service.
Quality-of-Service

To specify QoS requirements, metrics are needed. In networking, a metric associates a numerical value with a route, so dierent routes can be compared.
QoS metrics can be divided into dierent groups, e.g. additive metrics, multiplicative metrics, and concave metrics. Let d(ni , nj ) be a metric for link (ni , nj ) and
Metrics
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p = (n1 , n2 , . . . , nm ) be a path between nodes n1 and nm . Then the named metrics
are dened as follows:
Additive:

d(p) = d(n1 , n2 ) + d(n2 , n3 ) + . . . + d(nm−1 , nm )

(1)

Multiplicative:

d(p) = d(n1 , n2 ) × d(n2 , n3 ) × . . . × d(nm−1 , nm )

(2)

d(p) = min (d(n1 , n2 ), d(n2 , n3 ), . . . , d(nm−1 , nm ))

(3)

Concave:

The most commonly used metrics in QoS networks are bandwidth and delay. Bandwidth (concave) denotes the bandwidth along a certain path and is limited by the
link with the lowest bandwidth along this path. Delay (additive) indicates the time
between sending out a packet from the source node and reception of this packet at
the destination node. The metric cost does not belong to any of the groups above, as
it is more abstract and can be dened by any function.
Besides these metrics, there are other interesting metrics for QoS networks. The
number of hops (additive) represents the number of links in a path. Jitter (additive)
denotes the variation between expected and actual reception time of a packet. Energy
(additive) takes the energy needed to send a packet from source to destination into
account. Alternatively, energy can also be handled as a concave metric, where a
(mobile) node has to provide a certain energy level, to be considered as part of a
route. Loss probability (multiplicative) refers to the probability of a packet to be lost
on its way to the destination node, e.g. because of collisions, topology changes or
weak radio signals. Further QoS metrics include, e.g., signal strength (concave) and
distance (additive).
QoS routing protocols utilize subsets of these metrics. In many cases, only single
metrics like bandwidth or delay or specic groups of metrics, e.g. additive metrics,
are taken into account.

A QoS constraint is a lower or upper numerical bound referring to a
QoS metric. If a path is feasible with respect to a QoS constraint, this means that
the path's value regarding the chosen metric does not cross the given boundary.
This criterion refers to whether a QoS routing protocol is capable of nding a
route satisfying a single QoS constraint only (even if the protocol allows the metric
used for the constraint to be chosen from a set of metrics), or if it can take multiple
constraints into account at the same time. Finding an optimal route that satises
multiple constraints simultaneously is inherently hard and of complexity NP [10].
Therefore, most routing algorithms that consider multiple constraints do not try to
nd the optimal path but rather any path satisfying all constraints.
Constraints

Guarantees for satisfaction of QoS constraints along a route can only
be given if resources are reserved along this route. This classication criterion indicates
whether a QoS routing protocol just determines a feasible route (no ) or also takes
reservations into account (yes ), by providing own reservation functionality or by using
other protocols, e.g. RSVP [11]. Of course, in wireless networks, the compliance of
these guarantees also depends on the stability of the routes and the dynamics of the
network topology.
Reservations

Some routing protocols require bidirectional links. Two nodes a and
b are linked bidirectionally, if there exist two unidirectional links between them, (a, b)
Link properties
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and (b, a). If a routing protocol relies on bidirectional links, this often means that either
if a feasible path was found, the same path is used for backward communication, e.g. for
conrmation of a path, or that the reception of packets has to be acknowledged.
The term net state can cover topology information about
the whole network or part of it, e.g. about all nodes in 1-hop range. This may include
geographical information about a node's position and topology information about links
between nodes, combined with information about QoS metrics for nodes or links. Many
routing protocols need part of this information to determine a feasible route for given
constraints.
Net state determination

The communication complexity relates to the number of messages that need to be exchanged in a network consisting of n nodes in a
worst case scenario, so that every node has up-to-date information. This premises
a static topology, as the information will most probably never be up-to-date for all
nodes in a network with high dynamics.
Communication complexity

This denotes the amount of information that is exchanged per packet
to update other nodes in a worst case scenario. For example, if packets with net
state information should include a full list of a node's 1-hop neighbors, the packet size
complexity would be O(n) for a network with n nodes, because they could be all in
range of each other. O(1) denotes a xed packet size, independent of, e.g., the number
of nodes in the network.
Together with the communication complexity, information about packet size allows
the estimation of an upper bound of data that has to be exchanged between the nodes
to update net state information.
Packet size

This denotes the amount of memory necessary to store net
state information in a worst case scenario. This value can not be estimated by means
of communication complexity and packet size, because received information does not
necessarily need to be stored completely and storage complexity may also cover information gathered locally.
Storage Complexity

A route between two nodes consists of a list of nodes
(n1 , n2 , . . . , nm ), m ≥ 2, where n1 denotes the source node, nm denotes the destination node, and a link exists between each two adjacent nodes in the list. Using this route,
each packet from node n1 with node nm as destination will be sent to node n2 , which itself
will send the packet to node n3 and so on, until it reaches node nm . These routes have to
be discovered, either in advance or while sending the packet.
Route

discovery

There exist dierent strategies for route discovery in routing protocols. For source routing, the source node determines the route a packet will take on
its own; for that, the node needs sucient knowledge about the network's topology.
While this is no problem in small- to middle-sized networks with static topology or
low dynamics, it is in most cases not suitable for MANETs with higher dynamics
due to scarce bandwidth for exchange of topology information and long propagation
Routing Type
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times. Here, often, distributed routing on a hop-per-hop basis is used. This means
that each intermediate node decides which of its 1-hop neighbors should receive the
packet. This is not limited to sending the packet to exactly one neighbor, as dierent
approaches may also ood the network or split up the route to increase the chance
of successful delivery. A type of routing often used in large networks is hierarchical
routing. Here, the complexity of the routing problem is reduced by dividing a network
into a hierarchy of smaller networks, where each level is responsible for its own routing
(divide and conquer-paradigm).
Most protocols surveyed in this paper discover the routes reactively, i.e. route
discovery is done when a route is needed. If feasible routes are determined in advance,
this is called proactive route discovery. While this method has the advantage that
routes are already present when needed, it has severe drawbacks in mobile networks.
Due to the dynamics of the network topology and long propagation times, the chance
of outdated topology information and broken routes is too high to eciently determine
routes in advance. Some protocols use a hybrid approach, combining elements of both
proactive and reactive methods.
Some protocols try to satisfy the QoS requirements (e.g. bandwidth) by nding a
multi-path between source and destination node A multi-path denotes a path between
two nodes that may split up and optionally reunite. This should not be mistaken
for multicast routing, which will be addressed in the next paragraph. Depending on
the QoS metrics in use, it is also possible to split a QoS constraint into dierent
subconstraints. Fig. 1 gives an example of multi-path routing. There exists no path
between nodes s and t that can satisfy a bandwidth constraint of, e.g., 4, so the
bandwidth constraint and the path are split up at node n2 . As both paths meet at
node n5 , they join again.
1
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Figure 1: Example for multi-path routing with split up bandwidth requirement of 4

Communication complexity indicates the number of
messages needed to discover a feasible route in a worst case scenario, if such a route
exists. For distributed route discovery, the upper bound cannot be lower than O(n),
with n indicating the number of nodes in the network.
Communication complexity

This denotes the upper bound for packet size during route discovery,
and is quite similar to the packet size during net state determination.

Packet size
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Robustness describes the ability of a routing protocol to cope with unstable situations. Main problems in MANETs that have to be dealt with include outdated
information about topology and resources, and broken routes due to mobility.
As mentioned before, a node's information about the state of the network might never
be up to date, even at the moment an update by an adjacent node is received. So some
routing protocols do not use the received data, but rather rely on imprecise information
about the network. For example, imprecise information can be gathered by monitoring
the behavior of other nodes and trying to predict how these nodes will behave in the near
future.
If a route is broken, e.g. due to moving nodes, a new route has to be established.
This can either be done by starting a new route discovery process at the source node or
by initiating a route repair operation, if this is supported by the routing protocol. The
approach for repairing a broken route may dier, depending on the routing protocol. One
possible approach would be to bridge the broken links, so that the remaining path can still
be used. Another possibility is to search for a new partial route from the last working node
prior to the broken link to the destination node. Both possibilities are shown in Fig. 2.
Robustness

t

s

t

s

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: (a) bridging of a broken link, (b) new partial route to destination t
By keeping secondary paths in reserve, which also connect source and destination node,
routing protocols can drastically shorten the time to reconnect these nodes in case of a
broken route. Of course, this requires that the broken links must not be part of the
secondary paths. If resources are already reserved for secondary paths, they are wasted
as long as the secondary path is not in use. Without reservations, it is possible that a
secondary path cannot be used due to missing resources when the path is needed.
If a route is broken, resources are still reserved along the route on both sides of the
broken links. While most QoS routing protocols surveyed here use some sort of timer during route discovery to reserve resources only temporarily until a route is conrmed, some
of them use a route timer for established routes as well. As a consequence, if a specic
route is not used for a predened amount of time, it is discarded and its reserved resources
are released. Some protocols even abstain from a special procedure to free resources explicitly and only rely on timer mechanisms. Especially with concave QoS requirements like
bandwidth, the use of multi-path routes can bring advantages in networks with very scarce
resources. In addition, multi-path routing may increase robustness through overreservations.
This indicates whether a routing protocol can still be used eciently with
increased network size. Especially protocols with high complexity can experience diculties
with growing network size. As values for this criterion, we use low, medium, and high.
Scalability
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Each of the surveyed protocols is given a rating on whether it is
suitable for application in mobile ad-hoc networks or not. This rating results from the
classication of a protocol and its analysis, and can be either yes or limited.
Suitable for ad-hoc

To assess a routing protocol, additional information beyond
the protocols description and its algorithms is needed. This can be a theoretical analysis
of a protocols complexity, a simulation (or series of simulations) of the protocols behavior
in a simulated environment, or an implementation of the routing protocol used on real
hardware.
Performance Assessments

Everything that does not t into one of the other categories, but should be included nevertheless, is listed here.
Other

3 Survey and classication of QoS routing protocols
In this section, selected QoS routing protocols for MANETs are surveyed. For each protocol,
the functionality and main features are described briey, followed by an assessment. The
results are summarized in Tables 1 to 3, using the criteria described in Section 2. Each
protocol is referred by its name and a reference to the paper where it was dened. If no
explicit name was given to a protocol, the authors are named instead.
Besides this survey, there also exist other surveys covering the same topic or at least
part of it. In [12], Chen and Nahrstedt discuss QoS routing problems in general and present
a number of dierent routing algorithms. Khetrapal [13] concentrates on routing protocols
for MANETs without QoS support. In [14], Guimarães et al. give a short overview over
some existing QoS routing mechanisms and protocols in MANETs. Kumar et al. [15] survey
MAC protocols for ad-hoc networks, including protocols with QoS support.
Ticket-Based Probing (TBP) [9] TBP tries to solve the delay- and bandwidthconstrained least-cost routing problems using imprecise state information. The source
node sends out a number of probes to some of its neighboring nodes to discover a feasible
path. Each probe contains at least one ticket. Nodes may split up a single probe into
multiple probes, distributing the received tickets among these new probes. Therefore, the
total number of tickets used for path discovery is constant. The information used to distribute the tickets among a node's neighbors is based on the up-to-date information about
the links to adjacent nodes as well as on aggregated information about the neighbors' view
of the net concerning bandwidth, delay, and cost, which may be less accurate.
The maximum number of probes at any time and the number of paths searched is
bounded by the number of tickets. Thus, the routing overhead can be controlled, giving
the choice to use more tickets to increase the chance of nding a feasible path.
As a disadvantage, each node has to keep the complete state information for each of
its neighbors. So the memory requirements do not only depend on the number of nodes in
the network, but also on the number of a node's neighbors.

In ad-hoc networks based on time division multiple
access (TDMA), the forward algorithm tries to nd a feasible solution for bandwidth constrained routing. For route discovery, it uses a modied version of the AODV [5] routing
protocol, where additional information is appended to each routing packet. During route
discovery, the set of time slots that each link along the route should use is determined. To

Forward algorithm (FA) [16]
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measure the bandwidth of a path, the algorithm does not search for a global maximum
which would be NP-complete [17], but does instead try to nd a suboptimal solution by
calculating local maxima for adjacent links and to propagate this calculation during route
discovery along the path to the destination. Paths with shorter delay are favored over
those with more bandwidth, as long as the bandwidth constraint is still satised.
Advantages are that, as in AODV, nearly no state information has to be stored by the
nodes except for active routes, and that there is no proactive detection of the net state,
resulting in fewer control messages. FA is not limited to using AODV, for route discovery,
but could also use other on-demand routing protocols like, e.g., DSR [6] or TORA [18].
Also included is a route repair mechanism where parts of the old route can be reused if not
already timed out.
On the other side, in the worst case while using AODV, a route request can result
in ooding the entire network, generating much communication overhead. Therefore, the
main application area of FA is restricted to small networks with low network mobility.
APR abstains from the exchange of
QoS state information among routers and uses only locally gathered information. For each
source-destination-pair of nodes, one or multiple explicit-routed paths have to be set up in
advance, e.g. with MPLS [20]. These are the candidate paths for routing. The maximum
capacity for each path is known to the routers. Each ow routed along a candidate path
has a certain probability of being blocked. By knowing the capacity and measuring the
blocking rates when trying to route a ow along a path, a virtual capacity for this path
is computed. This capacity may change over time, as new local information is gathered
about current blocking rates. APR tries to equally distribute the ows among the available
paths w.r.t. the virtual capacity of each path and with preference of minhop (i.e. shortest)
paths over alternative (i.e. non-minhop) paths.
No QoS information is exchanged between the nodes, reducing protocol overhead. Core
routers (i.e. non-source routers) do not need to keep and update any QoS state database
necessary for global QoS routing since the paths are already dened and no reservations
are made.
On the other side, APR is not suitable for mobile networks, as paths have to be set up
in advance. Additionally, no hard QoS guarantees are possible, since no reservations are
made.
Adaptive Proportional Routing (APR) [19]

Liao et al. propose a routing protocol that tries to detect
a multi-path route to a destination node to fulll a bandwidth requirement. For that, it
uses a scheme of sending out probing packets with tickets, similar to that of TBP. But,
other than in TBP, this protocol is based on an on-demand manner, so no global link
state information has to be collected in advance, and single tickets may be split up into
sub-tickets, each trying to nd a path with lower bandwidth requirement. The destination
node will pick one ticket or a set of sub-tickets forming a whole ticket and send a reply to
the source node, conrming the bandwidth reservations.
This protocol may nd routes satisfying the bandwidth requirement even if no single
path exists with sucient bandwidth. But it relies on the existence of multiple transceivers
per hop to eectively avoid collisions. The number of split-ups per ticket is not limited.
This may help in discovering feasible routes even if there is a large number of links with
narrow bandwidth. On the other hand, this may also result in a very large communication
overhead, not only during route discovery, but during normal data transmission as well.
Liao et al. 01 protocol [21]
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The goal of QMPR is to
reduce the communication overhead when constructing a multicast tree by switching between single-path routing and multi-path routing. When a node n wants to join an already
existing multicast tree, a single path to the tree's core is searched using a unicast routing
algorithm. During route discovery, the QoS constraint is checked at every intermediate
node. Consider two intermediate nodes a and b with a being part of the already discovered
path. If b is the next node chosen by the unicast algorithm, but the link (a, b) violates the
QoS constraint, then instead a would send messages to its other neighboring nodes to split
up the search process. If more than one feasible path is detected, a chooses the best one
(e.g. by smallest number of hops). The number of split ups can be restricted by specifying
a maximum branching level.
Compared to other QoS multicast routing protocols like the spanning join protocol by
Carlberg and Crowcroft [23] or QoSMIC [24] by Faloutsos et al., QMPR avoids ooding to
reduce the communication overhead.
QMPR was not explicitly designed for MANETs, so it does not take mobility into
account. However, because of its high-level design, it can be used on top of arbitrary
unicast routing protocols, so it can be used in MANETs nevertheless.
QoS-aware Multicast Routing Protocol (QMPR) [22]

Liao et al. devised a routing protocol for MANETs to reserve bandwidth in a time-framed medium while solving the hidden- and exposed-terminal
problems. Each node keeps several tables of information, e.g. about the time slots of
all nodes within a 2-hop range and their current usage (send, receive, free). This information is used to nd free slots when reserving bandwidth and avoid the hidden- and
exposed-terminal problems. To nd a feasible route, a route request packet is sent out that
includes, among other things, a list of 1-hop neighbors that may rebroadcast this request,
if they have sucient collision-free time slots. Time slot reservation is done during route
acknowledgment on the way back to the source node.
This routing protocol is rather simple and can be implemented with low eort. Additionally, it avoids the hidden- and exposed-terminal problems.
But as the memory requirements of this protocol are rather high, it is suitable only
for smaller networks. Additionally, a route request may also result in ooding the entire
network. The chance of ooding the network increases with the number of free time slots
at each node.
Liao et al. 02 protocol [25]

This routing protocol is based on DSDV [27] on a time-slotted
medium, but with support for reservations and bandwidth calculation. Each time frame,
consisting of a xed number of slots, is divided into two phases, the control phase and the
data phase. The information exchanged by DSDV is broadcasted in a predened time slot
during the control phase and extended by bandwidth information, that consists of listings of
free slots for a specic node. With this additional information, the end-to-end bandwidth
for a specic path can be calculated and used to determine a feasible path. Along this
path, bandwidth is reserved in form of specic slots. If the bandwidth requirement cannot
be fullled at any participating node during reservation, a RESET message is sent back
to free already reserved slots hop-by-hop. To weaken the consequences of broken paths,
secondary routes are maintained that can be used immediately.
This protocol works on basis of another well-know protocol and avoids the hiddenterminal problem. Besides that, it has the same disadvantages as DSDV as, e.g., large
overhead and long propagation time.
Lin-Liu protocol [26]
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Here, the delay constrained routing problem consists of a combination of two other problems, MP (most probable path) and OP (optimally partitioned path). Problem MP is about nding the most
probably satisfying a given delay constraint D. Because this problem is NP-hard, it is
combined with problem OP, that wants to nd an optimal partition of a given path p. It
is assumed that net state information in MANETs cannot be accurate due to dynamics.
Let the network be modeled as a graph G(V, E). Then for each link l ∈ E , there exists a
function fl (d) that returns the probability that l can guarantee a delay bound d. Other
than the net state, these functions fl (d) do not change rapidly, rather the dynamics are
incorporated in the probabilities. It is assumed that delays on the links are independent
and all functions {fl (d)}l∈E are known. Information for these has to be gathered and
exchanged independently from this protocol.
While this protocol uses a novel principle, it lacks helpful mechanisms for application
in MANETs like route repair. Also, there is neither any form of analysis nor are there any
simulations of this protocol to support its assessment.
Optimally partitioned most probable path (OP-MP) [28]

Ad hoc QoS on-demand routing (AQOR) [29] This protocol uses limited ooding
to discover the best route available in terms of smallest end-to-end delay with bandwidth
guarantee. A route request packet includes both bandwidth and end-to-end delay constraints. Let Tmax denote the delay constraint. If a node can satisfy both constraints,
it will rebroadcast the request to the next hop and switch to explored status for a short
period of 2 Tmax . If multiple request packets arrive at the destination, it will send back a
reply packet along each of these routes. Intermediate nodes will only forward the reply, if
they are still in explored state. However, the bandwidth reservation for each ow is only
activated by the arrival of the rst data packet from the source node. Delay is measured
during route discovery. The route with the least delay is chosen by the source.
No mechanism for connection tear-down is needed or integrated, since all reservations
are only temporary. Timers are reset every time a route is used. So there is an upper time
bound after which broken routes are detected. To further reduce communication overhead
during route discovery, AQOR can work with some location aided routing protocols [30].
For delay violation detection, the estimated time oset between the system clocks of
source and destination node has to be known.

This protocol tries to provide soft QoS or better
than best-eort service for a bandwidth constraint, rather than guaranteed hard QoS. It
utilizes two kinds of schemes, a feedback scheme and an admission scheme. While the
admission scheme searches for a route satisfying the bandwidth constraint, the feedback
scheme updates the constraint if a node does not have enough residual bandwidth and
returns the nal value to the application. The latter can be used when applications can
scale the data they transmit to meet the channel conditions, e.g. by reducing quality of
video streams. The route discovery function of this protocol is based on AODV [5] with a
modied packet format. The residual bandwidth can be either estimated by listening to the
channel and the ratio of free and busy times, or by appending a node's current bandwidth
and that of its 1-hop neighbors to AODV's periodic hello -messages. AODV's route request
(RREQ) packets include additional information about the used scheme and either the
bandwidth constraint (admission scheme) or the minimum of bandwidth constraint and
detected bandwidth on the partial path (feedback scheme).
This protocol has all the advantages and disadvantages of AODV. Additionally, it is
QoS-aware, but does not give any QoS guarantees, as no bandwidth is reserved for a route.
Chen-Heinzelman protocol [31]
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Its feedback scheme adapts to the available bandwidth and gives feedback to applications.
Both adaptation and feedback are only done once, during route discovery. If any changes
occur for an already discovered route, no further feedback is given or adaptation is made.
Table 1: Classication of routing protocols  Capability and prerequisites
Protocol

Addressing

Prerequisites

TBP [9]

Unicast

P1, P2

FA [16]
APR [19]
Liao01 [21]
QMPR [22]

Unicast
Unicast
Unicast
Multicast

Liao02 [25]
Lin-Liu [26]
OP-MP [28]

Unicast
Unicast
Unicast

P3, P9
P3, P10
P11

AQOR [29]

Unicast

(P12), P13

Chen [31]

Unicast



P3,
P5,
P3,
P2,

P4
P6
P7
P8

Quality of Service
Metrics

Delay,
Bandwidth,
Cost
Bandwidth
Bandwidth
Bandwidth
non-additive
metrics
Bandwidth
Bandwidth
Delay,
increasing
Costa
Delay,
Bandwidth
Bandwidth

Link

Con-

Reser-

Properties

straints

vations

Multi

yes

Bidirectional

Single
Single
Single
Multi

yes
no
yes
no

Bidirectional
no info given
Bidirectional
Bidirectional

Single
Single
Single

yes
yes
no

Bidirectional
Bidirectional
no info given

Multi

yes

Bidirectional

Single

no

Bidirectional

a The cost function associated with each link has to increase with the QoS required from it
Prerequisites:

P1
P2
P3
P4
P5
P6
P7

MAC protocol with resource reservation
Resource reservation protocol
Synchronized, time-slotted medium
On-demand routing protocol, e.g. AODV [5]
Explicit-routed paths for each source-destpair
Network topology information
Multiple transceivers per host that can work
simultaneously

P8
P9
P10
P11
P12
P13

Arbitrary unicast routing protocol
Information about net state and 2-hop
neighbors
Global clock or time synchronization mechanism
Information about links and their delay
guarantees
Synchronized clocks or information about
clock oset
Contention-based medium access mechanism

Observations
Most of the surveyed protocols have some similarities:

• Assumption of bidirectional links:
All surveyed protocols assume bidirectional links, except OP-MP and APR, where
no explicit or implicit info was given for this topic. Especially in case of distributed
routing, acknowledgments of discovered routes are often sent back to the source node
along the newly discovered routes, sometimes together with resource reservation on
the way back (e.g. Liao et al. 01). These mechanisms require bidirectional routes in
order to work. Unidirectional links can be used, e.g., in case of source routing, as long
as the protocol does not require bidirectional links for means of resource reservation,
notication about broken routes, and so on.
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Table 2: Classication of routing protocols  Complexity
Protocol

Net state determination

Route discovery

Commun.

Packet

Storage

Routing

Commun.

Packet

Complexity

Size

Complexity

Type

Complexity

Size

TBP [9]

F1

F1

O(n )

O(t × n)

O(n)

FA [16]

AODV

O(1)

O(n × s)

O(n)

O(1)

APR [19]

not dened



O(p)





Liao01
[21]

O(n)

O(s)

O(n × s)

O(n × t × u)

O(t)

QMPR
[22]
Liao02
[25]
Lin-Liu
[26]
OP-MP
[28]
AQOR
[29]
Chen [31]

F2

F2

F2

F2, F3

F2

not dened

not
dened
O
(DSDV+s)
not
dened
O(1)

O(n ×
max(n, s))
O(DSDV +
n × s)
O(n2 )

O(n)

O(n × s)

O(n)

O(s)





O(n)

O(1)

O(1)

O(n)

Distributed,
Hybrid
Distributed,
Reactive
Source,
(Reactive),
Hierarchical
Distributed,
Reactive,
Multi-Path
Distributed,
Reactive
Distributed,
Reactive
Distributed,
Reactive
Source,
Reactive
Distributed,
Reactive
Distributed,
Reactive

O(n)

O(1)

Footnotes:

F1
F2
F3

DSDV
not dened
O(n) every
second
AODV

2

O(n)

Protocol for net state determination (not
part of TBP); DSDV-like protocol suggested
depends on unicast routing protocol
depends on # of branchings

Variables:

n:
t:
s:
p:
u:

# nodes
# tickets
# time slots per frame (slotted medium)
# of candidate paths connected to node
max. # of ticket split ups

• Unicast routing:
Most protocols support only unicast routing. Although there are many dierent
approaches for QoS routing in MANETs, none of these protocols is widely spread,
and there still is a lot of research going on in this domain. The development of
QoS multicast routing protocols cannot be less complex than the development of
QoS unicast routing protocols, as all multicast routing protocols have to consider the
case where the routing tree consists of only two nodes. One exception to this is the
development of QoS multicast routing protocols that utilize other QoS unicast routing
protocols, as seen with QMPR. So multicast routing protocols will most likely have
to wait until some progress has been achieved in the domain of QoS unicast routing
in MANETs.
• Distributed, reactive routing:
Most selected protocols follow a distributed, reactive routing approach. Protocols
relying on source routing need to have information about the net state that are
suciently up to date. So source routing has severe disadvantages in MANETs
with high dynamics, because of the increased communication overhead to exchange
information about net state, even when no routes need to be discovered.
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Table 3: Analysis of routing protocols
Protocol

TBP [9]
FA [16]
APR [19]
Liao01
[21]
QMPR
[22]
Liao02
[25]
Lin-Liu
[26]
OP-MP
[28]
AQOR
[29]
Chen [31]

Robustness

Suitable f.

Performance

ad-hoc

Assessments

low

yes

low  medium

yes

Analysis,
Simulation
Analysis,
Simulation

medium

limited

Analysis

Adaptive

medium

yes

Simulation





high

F2





low

yes

Analysis,
Simulation
Simulation



route repair
through
secondary paths
imprecise inf.

low  medium

limited

Simulation



low

limited



imprecise inf.,
route repair,
route timer
imprecise inf.

high

yes

Analysis of
computational
complexity
Simulation

medium

yes

Simulation

route repair,
imprecise inf.
imprecise inf.,
route timer,
route repair
imprecise inf.,
local inf.
multi-path

Scalability

Other





Adaptive,
Feedback

• QoS metrics are either delay or bandwidth:
As these are the most commonly used metrics in QoS networks, it can be assumed,
that they are widely supported. Additionally, some routing protocols supporting one
of these can also be adapted with little eort to use other metrics from the same
category, e.g. additive or concave metrics. For example, the delay constraint used
in TBP could be replaced by energy or jitter constraints, if the necessary net state
information is also available at all nodes.
But this adaptation is not always possible, as can be seen with AQOR. Here, delay
constraints are used to initialize timers to change a node's state for a certain period
of time. This principle would not work with, e.g., energy constraints, which also
belong to the group of additive metrics.

4 Conclusion
In this paper, selected QoS routing protocols were presented. Each protocol was briey
described, together with some of their advantages and disadvantages. All protocols were
classied, with main focus on their use in wireless ad-hoc networks.
While some of the protocols expand widely used routing mechanisms or protocols
(e.g. FA [16], Lin-Liu [26], Chen-Heinzelman [31]), others present novel approaches to
solving the QoS routing problems in MANETs (e.g. TBP [9], OP-MP [28]).
Although the existence of bidirectional links cannot always be guaranteed in wireless
networks, they have a great impact on the complexity of distributed routing protocols. If
unidirectional links have to be considered, other mechanisms have to be found for route
acknowledgment, route repair and so on. Route acknowledgment could be sent back to
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the source node via an alternative route, that would have to be discovered as well. Route
repair mechanisms initiated by the destination node possibly wouldn't work anymore. So
if a sucient number of bidirectional links in a mobile network can be assumed and at
least one of the mechanisms mentioned above is used, the existence of bidirectional links
can be made mandatory for a protocol to improve its eciency and reduce its complexity.
The use of distributed routing will most likely achieve better results than source routing in most cases. In order for source routing to work, up-to-date information about the
net state is needed at the source node. In networks with either high dynamics or with
many short-lived connections, net state information will change quickly, and thus need to
be updated very frequently. Especially in larger networks, due to the high amount of net
state information and long propagation time, the chance of outdated net state information
at a node increases, and so does the chance of determining a route at the source node that
cannot satisfy the given QoS requirements. With distributed routing and depending on
the protocols route discovery mechanism, a route may use information about its neighbors
within a certain (hop) range, but does not necessarily need net state information for the
whole network. So source routing protocols will most likely focus on an ecient way to
aggregate and distribute net state information among the network, whereas the communication complexity for distributed routing protocols lies more on ecient distributed route
discovery mechanisms.
The question whether a route repair mechanism should be included in a protocol depends on the characteristics of the application domain. In networks with low mobility,
i.e. seldom broken routes, or if the route discovery mechanism has a low complexity in
means of communication, route repair mechanisms can be omitted for the simplicity of the
protocol. If, however, the named conditions do not apply, the inclusion of a route repair
mechanism can improve the protocol.
Route timers for already established routes represent an easy way to cope with the
problem of releasing reserved resources in case of broken routes. If resources are already
reserved in a soft state during route discovery on the way to the destination node, route
timers for route discovery as seen in AQOR also make sense. The inclusion of soft state
reservations has both advantages and disadvantages. Without soft state reservations, resources needed for a discovered route may have been reserved by a parallel route discovery
process. But if a network is ooded for route discovery and every node tries to reserve
resources in a soft state for a short time, other route discovery processes may fail during
that time, although enough resources are available.
Applications with scalable data can benet from protocols with feedback mechanisms
like Chen-Heinzelman. To improve this principle, periodic feedback for already existing
routes could be included, as well as hard lower bounds for QoS metrics. This allows
applications to scale their data up or down on the y, while still having guaranteed resources
for their minimal requirements.
Multi-paths as in Liao et al. 01 increase the chance of nding a feasible path for QoS
requirements with metrics that can be split up, e.g. bandwidth, in networks with scarce
resources. On the other hand, multi-paths can lead to increased communication overhead
and also raise the chance of broken (partial) routes, as more nodes are involved in routing.
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